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Abstract—Robust scientific methods require the exploration of the parameter space of a system (some of which can be run in parallel

on distributed resources), and may involve complete state space exploration, experimental design, or numerical optimization

techniques. Many-Task Computing (MTC) provides a framework for performing robust design, because it supports the execution of a

large number of otherwise independent processes. Further, scientific workflow engines facilitate the specification and execution of

complex software pipelines, such as those found in real science and engineering design problems. However, most existing workflow

engines do not support a wide range of experimentation techniques, nor do they support a large number of independent tasks. In this

paper, we discuss Nimrod/K—a set of add in components and a new run time machine for a general workflow engine, Kepler. Nimrod/K

provides an execution architecture based on the tagged dataflow concepts, developed in 1980s for highly parallel machines. This is

embodied in a new Kepler “Director” that supports many-task computing by orchestrating execution of tasks on on clusters, Grids, and

Clouds. Further, Nimrod/K provides a set of “Actors” that facilitate the various modes of parameter exploration discussed above. We

demonstrate the power of Nimrod/K to solve real problems in cardiac science.

Index Terms—Scientific workflows, parameter exploration, Kepler, many-task computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN-SILICO design has become common practice in research
and industry. Computer simulations are routinely used in

engineering design, allowing for complex structures to be
simulated with significant accuracy. For example, fluid
flow, crack propagation, and electronic simulations are
routinely used in product design and research. In-silico
design has enormous impact, because it allows exploration
before real experiments are conducted, cutting design times
dramatically, and also enabling the consideration of
dangerous or impractical real world experiments. Para-
meter exploration methods make it possible to evaluate
many different designs fairly cheaply by performing
multiple runs with different parameter values, and thus
there is interest in developing tools and techniques that
support this idea.

Many-Task Computing (MTC) provides a general frame-
work for executing a large number of otherwise indepen-
dent processes on high throughput parallel engines [42]. It
provides a perfect environment to perform parameter
exploration, because simulations often involve execution
of different independent scenarios.

In the past few years, scientific workflows have emerged as

a powerful technique for specifying and executing complex

in-silico experiments. While there are many engines avail-

able, almost all share the ability to script data manipulation

and computational pipelines that invoke a series of steps,
often utilizing distributed resources. Pipeline steps can range
from those that perform simple computations locally, to
accessing external instruments and databases, through to
significant simulations on remote parallel machines.

Most workflow engines, on the other hand, are designed
for generalized application. They include components
(which we will refer to as actors in this paper) that perform
a wide range of activities. Most engines implement a data-
flow execution mechanism that supports some amount of
parallel execution. However, in general, most of them lack:

1. Methods that facilitate parameter exploration; and
2. An MTC execution mechanism that supports high

throughput evaluation of designs.

In this paper, we discuss the development of actors that
support parameter exploration, and consider a range of
different design techniques—from complete enumeration to
targeted search. Moreover, we discuss techniques that add
MTC to existing engines. We have implemented a number
of new actors in an existing workflow system called Kepler
[6], [7], [20], [34], [35]. When coupled with a new parallel
execution mechanism (called TDA) that supports MTC, we
can explore multiple designs in parallel, using clusters,
Grids, and Clouds. We demonstrate the power of a new tool
called Nimrod/K, using case studies in quantum chemistry
and cardiac science.

2 PARAMETER EXPLORATION

In this section, we introduce some of the ideas that
underpin parameter exploration, and show that these map
nicely onto a Many-Task Computing approach. We then
introduce the Nimrod tool family, and discuss how prior
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work supports parameter exploration. This section provides
background required for Sections 3 and 4.

2.1 Techniques

Parameter exploration involves considering more than a
single data point in analyzing a system. While this seems
like an obvious statement, it is remarkable how many
scientific experiments (especially in-silico ones) only con-
sider a single or small number of data points. This may
occur because the user may simply assume that the system
is well behaved, or because any more rigorous exploration
may be prohibitively expensive or infeasible.

At one end of the parameter, exploration spectrum is
complete enumeration, in which parameter ranges are
broken into discrete steps, and the direct product of values
is generated and explored. Complete enumeration often
generates too many designs, and thus there is an interest in
techniques that reduce the number of scenarios evaluated in
a controlled way. As early as 1935 Fisher [23] designed
more efficient procedures, thereby starting the now huge
field of experimental design [13]. With the advent of in-
silico experiments, there arose the opportunity for much
larger experiments, exploring more parameters and more
values for each parameter. Such experiments will still
benefit from careful selection of parameter combinations to
run. Good experimental design facilitates processing of the
results, revealing, for example, which parameter interac-
tions significantly affect outputs [44], [22].

One commonly used technique, Fractional Factorial
Design (FFD) [39], expresses a model in terms of each of
the parameters and combinations of those parameters. It
expresses a numerical output as constant, plus a linear
combination of the parameter values, followed by second-
ary terms that concern all combinations of two parameters,
tertiary terms that concern all combinations of three
parameters, etc. Using this approach, it is possible to
increase the resolution of the model until all combinations
of all parameters are considered—this is an equivalent of
complete enumeration. FFD assumes that higher order
combinations have little effect on the output of a model, and
thus these can be removed. The technique uses a variety of
visualizations that clearly show the effects of the various
parameters, and this makes it possible to prune the search
space in a controlled way.

Both complete enumeration and FFD generate the
scenarios statically, that is, they decompose the parameter
values (and ranges) into discrete instances, and send these
off for evaluation as a separate phase. When used for in-
silico design, such a technique works well with commodity
schedulers, such as PBS, Condor, etc, where the jobs can be
placed in a queue for execution.

An alternative to generating all scenarios up front is to
use an iterative algorithm that evaluates the quality of
solutions before choosing a new set of scenarios. This mode
of operation is well suited to automatic optimization, in
which the goal is to minimize or maximize some objective
cost function. Various optimization algorithms can be
employed—ranging from heuristics that understand the
design space—through generic algorithms, such as Genetic
Algorithms [46], [43], [1], [40], [41]. Optimization of this
type opens up a new range of problems called inverse

problems, in which the parameter values are computed to
minimize the difference between some model output and a
known solution. Inverse problems are common, and are
also difficult to solve, in general. Accordingly, it is desirable
to have a range of search algorithms available. Software has
been developed to assist in such optimization searches,
such as LMS Optimus [32], Nimrod/O [40], and Matlab
Simulink [33].

2.2 Nimrod’s Approach to Parameter Exploration

The Nimrod tool family automates the techniques, dis-
cussed in the previous section, using MTC [42]. It targets
computational models that are time consuming, and
executes these on a range of platforms from high-end
workstations to large compute clusters. Traditionally,
Nimrod consists of three related tools:

. Nimrod/G, which performs complete enumeration
[5];

. Nimrod/E, which performs fractional factorial de-
sign [39]; and

. Nimrod/O, which performs optimization [1].

Fig. 1 shows the relationship between these three tools, and
how they are exposed to users by a web portal. They are
configured by a description called a plan file. A plan file
describes the parameters of interest, their types, values, and
ranges, and also a set of tasks that tell the system how to
execute the model. Plan files are declarative, and typically
very small. They use a specially formulated syntax that
describes an experiment.

Besides functioning as a user level tool, Nimrod/G
contains an API that allows other applications to schedule
and execute jobs. This API, used by Nimrod/E and
Nimrod/O, makes it possible to evaluate models on
demand. While Nimrod/E generates a set of jobs statically,
Nimrod/O generates them on the fly using a range of
nonlinear optimization algorithms. After each batch of jobs
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is executed, the objective cost function values are returned
to Nimrod/O, which then decides on the next set to explore.
All tools exploit parallel and distributed resources by
leveraging a range of Grid middleware—the most mature
and commonly available interface is based on the Globus
Toolkit [24], [25].

Nimrod/G and Nimrod/E generate as many jobs as
possible, based on the resolution of the parameter specifica-
tions. Nimrod/E implements the Fractional Factorial design
discussed in Section 2.1. It allows a user to specify the
model resolution, that is, the number of parameters
combined at a time. The techniques for doing this are
discussed in more detail in [39]. Nimrod/O, on the other
hand, uses a range of nonlinear optimization methods to
explore the design space. Each of these attempts to
minimize or maximize some objective cost function as
computed by the application, and range from various
gradient descent techniques to genetic algorithms [40].
Nimrod/O generates jobs in parallel batches, using parallel
versions of various search algorithms where possible [1],
[40], [41]. Nimrod/O also executes multiple searches,
concurrently, in order to handle nonlinear problems that
have multiple local minima. As a consequence, all three
tools generate multiple tasks. A variety of schedulers
allocate jobs to resources, ranging from a first-come-first-
serve heuristic that simply allocates jobs to the next
available resource, through to sophisticated schedulers
based on a computational economy [14].

These traditional Nimrod tools have been applied to a
very wide range of applications [29]. For example, one
quantum chemistry application generated tens of thousands
of compute jobs [50], [51] and ran across the IEEE Super-
computing meeting in 2003. While most experiments are
completed in the order of days or weeks, Nimrod has
successfully completed an environmental modeling experi-
ment that lasted for about six months [36]. This required
solutions to fault tolerance and data movement to be
developed, as discussed in [11], because the infrastructure
varied considerably across such a long period. Nimrod has
been applied on a few thousand distributed hosts [12];
however, the currently implementation does not scale to
larger configurations because of technical restrictions. These
limitations are currently being addressed by a new set of
backend services.

In this paper, we discuss the design of a new tool in the
Nimrod family, Nimrod/K. Nimrod/K supports the ex-
ecution of workflows, but is combined with the parameter
exploration ideas developed in the earlier Nimrod tools.
Thus, Nimrod/K incorporates experimental design algo-
rithms from Nimrod/E and optimization algorithms from
Nimrod/O. The current implementation uses Nimrod/G to
provide backend compute services much, as shown in
Fig. 1. Nimrod/K is addressed in more detail in Section 4.

3 WORKFLOW ENGINES

A number of groups have developed scientific workflow
engines that allow a user to compose a complex virtual
application based on pre-existing, in some case, legacy
components [28], [35], [7], [6], [31], [19], [30], [47], [18], [21],
[52], [53], [54], [56].

In this model, components typically take input and
produce output as part of a pipeline. The workflow system
schedules the computations on the most appropriate (or
selected) resource only when the inputs are available.
Likewise, when the output is produced, it is forwarded to
the next computation in the pipeline. Scientific workflows
have been applied to diverse fields, such as computational
chemistry [7], ecology [6], and bioinformatics [31]. In this
paper, we focus on Kepler, although it shares many features
with other workflow engines.

3.1 Parameter Exploration and MTC

While most workflow engines support some form of Many-
Task Computing, most of them are remarkably static, that
is, the graphs that are generated do not typically change
size at run time, and thus the level of parallelism cannot be
varied easily. This static code generation strategy means
that there are usually only two ways to specify parallel
activity. Either

1. build a very large static Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) with cloned subgraphs for each parallel
activity; or

2. write a workflow that contains logic to spawn
parallel activities.

The first of these means that the amount of parallelism
cannot change once the graph has started execution, which
is restrictive. Further, if there is a lot of parallelism, the
graph can become very large and difficult to manage. For
example, a workflow that wishes to process the contents of
a database, in parallel, must be replicated many times to
allow them to run in parallel. The underlying graph can
become very large, but it also contains a high degree of
redundancy since the same operations are applied to each
database element. This is the approach taken with tools like
APST [15] and Pegasus/DAGMAN [18]. The second
alternative supports dynamic parallelism, but pushes the
onus onto the programmer to add the task management
logic. For example, users must explicitly code for parallel
execution, and incorporate loops that process the contents
of the database, provide mechanisms that spawn indepen-
dent calculations’ and then synchronize the results. This
process significantly complicates the task of writing a
workflow. In spite of this, the approach is typical of
systems such as Kepler, for example.

An alternative to static code generation is to support the
dynamic spawning of subgraphs. This is the approach
effectively taken in Nimrod/K, Swift [57], and the most
recent additions to Taverna [38]. These systems are simpler
to use, because the task management code is embedded in a
middleware layer, and they can scale from small to large
amounts of parallelism very quickly and dynamically.

Almost no workflow engines support parameter ex-
ploration methods explicitly. One exception is Geodise [55],
which does recognize the need for optimization algorithms
in in-silico workflows. It does this by exposing “optimiza-
tion services in a flexible, generic interface that can be easily
integrated into various environments and used to compose
different optimization workflows” [55]. In Geodise, optimi-
zation algorithms are exposed as web services, which can be
invoked by a workflow system, or any other programming
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language that can execute web service calls. Apart from
Geodise, few other projects have integrated parameter
exploration primitives in the workflow tools, and none
has done it as completely as Nimrod/K.

3.2 Kepler

Kepler builds upon the Ptolemy II framework [30],
developed at the University of California, Berkeley. Ptolemy
II is a Java-based software framework with a graphical user
interface, called Vergil. The Ptolemy II project studies
modeling, simulation, and design of concurrent, real-time,
embedded systems. The focus is on assembly of concurrent
components.

The focus of the Ptolemy II system is to build models of
systems based on the assembly of predesigned components.
These components are called actors:

“An actor is an encapsulation of parameterized actions
performed on input data to produce output data. An actor
may be state-less or state-full, depending on whether it has
internal state. Input and output data are communicated
through well-defined ports. Ports and parameters are the
interfaces of an actor. A port, unlike methods in Object-
Oriented designs, does not have to have a call-return
semantics. The behaviors of a set of actors are not well
defined without a coordination model. A framework is an
environment that actors reside in, and defines the interac-
tion among actors” [30].

The interaction styles of actors are captured by Models of
Computation (MoC). An MoC defines the communication
semantics among ports and the flow of control, and data
among actors. “Directors” are responsible for implementing
particular MoCs, and thus they define the “orchestration
semantics” of the workflow. Simply by changing the
director of a workflow, one can change the scheduling
and overall execution semantics of a workflow, without
changing any of the components or the network topology of
the workflow graph. Two directors that are commonly used
for Grid programming are the Process Networks (PN) and
the Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) directors, which are
based on Kahn Process Networks.

A Process Network is a directed graph, comprising a set
of nodes (processes) connected by a set of directed arcs
(representing FIFO queues). Each process executes as a
standalone sequential program, and is wrapped as a
Ptolemy II actor. The one-way FIFO channels are used for
the communication of processes, and each channel can carry
a possibly infinite sequence (a stream) of atomic data objects
(tokens). Since channels have, in principle, unbounded
capacity, writes to channels are non-blocking, while reads
are blocking [30]. The SDF domain is a dataflow-based
execution model, in which, a sequential execution order of
actors can be statically determined prior to execution. This
results in execution with minimal overhead as well as
bounded memory usage, and a guarantee that deadlock will
never occur.

Kepler extends PtolemyII with a significant number of
actors, aimed particularly at scientific applications, e.g., for
remote data and metadata access, data transformations,
data analysis, interfacing with legacy applications, web
service invocation and deployment, provenance tracking,

etc. Kepler also inherits from Ptolemy the actor-oriented
modeling paradigm.

In spite of its significant power, Kepler and many other
current workflow systems, do not support dynamic parallel
execution. Thus, as discussed, users must explicitly code a
workflow to cause it to execute elements in parallel—either
by replicating the workflow statically, or adding looping
constructs that scatter and gather threads. Both of these
techniques significantly complicate the workflow and
obscure the underlying business logic. In the next section,
we discuss a tagged dataflow architecture and show that it
provides a much richer execution environment for parallel
workflows.

4 NIMROD/K: PARAMETER EXPLORATION WITH

MTC

Nimrod/K combines scientific workflows with the para-
meter exploration techniques and Many-Task Computing. It
builds on Kepler and Ptolemy as core engines, but
augments them with

1. A new mechanism for spawning and executing
many independent tasks; and

2. Actors that facilitate parameter exploration techni-
ques.

Fig. 2 shows a workflow as envisaged at design time,
showing three actors connected by arcs. Tokens move
between the actors conveying data, but the execution
semantics are described by the choice of director. Im-
portantly, for many scientific applications, no workflow
“code” needs to be developed. Instead, users are able to
assemble a pipeline of preexisting actors to implement the
required logic. Kepler has a very large actor library, with
components that perform functions ranging from data
manipulation to explicit computation. Nimrod/K inherits
these advantages directly from Kepler.

4.1 Nimrod’s Approach to MTC (TDA)

As discussed, Ptolemy directors control the way a workflow
is executed. Kahn Process Networks (PN) and Synchronous
Data Flow (SDF) are two of the more common directors
used in scientific workflows. Both of these execute when
data, passed as tokens, are available on actors’ inputs. SDF
calculates a schedule statically, whereas PN supports
bounded queues of tokens and leaves actors in a ready
state until tokens arrive. While powerful, neither of these
directors exploits parallel platforms in a way, which
supports parameter sweeps and search. For example, SDF
only fires one actor at a time, regardless of how many
tokens are active in a workflow. Thus, even when multiple
tokens are queued, the workflow cannot exploit this
concurrency. PN, which does allow some inter-actor
concurrency, only runs one copy of each actor at a time.
However, we want to generate a large number of scenarios
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and execute these in parallel. Accordingly, we want the
number of instances of any given actor to increase
dynamically, as more data tokens are sent to it.

To solve this problem, we created a new director, called
TDA. TDA implements a Tagged-Dataflow Architecture
originally designed for the MIT, RMIT, and Manchester
data flow machines [27], [2], [9]. TDA augments data tokens
with a tag, or colour field[4]. When multiple tokens of
different colours are available on the inputs of an actor,
multiple independent instances of the actor are invoked.
Thus, by controlling the colouring and decolouring of
token, the workflow can scale to use an arbitrary number of
processors. Fig. 3 shows the flow of tokens in this workflow
when only one token is present on the arcs; Fig. 3a shows a
token on the input of actor 2, and Fig. 3b shows the token
emitted by actor 2 after it has executed. Fig. 4 shows the
flow of multiple colored tokens on arcs; Fig. 4a shows three
tokens on the input to actor 2, and Fig. 4b shows the
multiple copies of that actor running in parallel.

The TDA implementation leverages a feature of Ptolemy
that “clones” actors. The TDA maintained a set of queues
for each actor. When multiple tokens of different colour
arrive on an actor’s input, TDA creates new copies of the
actor using cloning. These clones are destroyed after
execution, which allows the graph to dynamically expand
and contract as the concurrency changes. More details are
discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.

4.2 Parameter Exploration Actors

Three new families of actors have been created to support
the parameter exploration methods discussed in Section 2.

4.2.1 Nimrod/G Actors

As discussed, Nimrod/G takes a direct product parameter
values and computes a set of scenarios. Parameter ranges
and values are normally provided in a plan file, although
they can be added dynamically through the Nimrod/G
API. In Nimrod/K, we have created a new actor that takes
the same parameter descriptions used in plan files, and it
emits a series of tokens—one per instance.

Fig. 5 shows the way this actor is instantiated in a
workflow, and also shows the configuration of the

parameter values. In this case, ParameterSweep is linked
to a MatlabExpression actor that executes a Matlab
program. The tokens that flow into the Matlab actor
contain actual values for the various parameters—in this
case, nine different variables. This actor works with the
current Ptolemy directors, however, when used in combi-
nation with the TDA, parallel execution of the different
parameter combinations allows the workflow to execute
efficiently on the Grid.

4.2.2 Nimrod/E Actors

Nimrod/E is similar to Nimrod/G in that it generates a set
of experiments. However, it uses the Fractional Factorial
Design algorithm to decide which combinations to explore.
These are produced by the ExperimentalDesign actor. The
plan file syntax for Nimrod/E is a superset of Nimrod/G,
and contains additional statements that control the resolu-
tion of the model. In addition to the ExperimentalDesign
actor, an EffectsEstimator actor computes the effects of the
various parameter combinations. These are streamed to two
different graphing actors, one that generates a Daniel plot,
and another that generates a Lenth plot. These two
diagrams show the effects of various parameter combina-
tions in a graphical form. Lenth plots show the effects of
various parameter combinations. Parameter combinations,
which are shown as individual dots, are plotted using the Y
axis range to indicate their contribution. Thus, dots that lie
close to the X axis have little effect on the output. In the
Daniel plots, the results are displayed using a cumulative
graphing technique. Here, insignificant combinations clus-
ter on a straight line, and significant ones appear off the
line. Using these two forms of display, it is very easy to spot
the significant combinations. Fig. 6 shows a workflow that
uses all these actors. Fig. 7 shows examples of Daniel and
Lenth plots.

4.2.3 Nimrod/O Actors

Optimization algorithms combine well with workflows,
because they usually involving repetitive looping in which
results are passed from one iteration to the next. Imple-
menting Nimrod/O functionality within Kepler exposes the
components of the optimization process, giving the user a
clear view of the data flows and facilitating substitution of
these components. Accordingly, we have built a set of
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actors that support the generic components of an optimiza-
tion algorithm, and also specific actors that implement
specific algorithms.

Fig. 8 shows a generic optimization algorithm and the
actors that support it. First, the domain of the search is
defined by specification of the input parameters, using a
similar method to Nimrod/G plan file syntax. Within this
domain, the next component will select starting points for
the multiple optimizations. Each starting point will begin an
optimization run, using the specific optimizer actor. This
actor generates sets of points that are sent for evaluation, a
“batch of jobs” in Nimrod/O’s terminology. Running the
models, represented by these jobs, produces numerical
results that are used to decide the next generation of points.
This cycle continues until some convergence criterion has
been achieved, whereupon a final point is forwarded as the
result of the search. Fig. 8 also shows a component that
evaluates constraint conditions imposed by the user. This
calculates the margin by which a search point violates any
constraints, and imposes penalties accordingly. If the
constraint is a “hard” one then the point is completely
forbidden, obviating the need for model evaluation.

The existing implementation of Nimrod/O supports a
variety of optimization methods, namely gradient descent,
simplex, genetic algorithms, and simulated annealing.

4.3 Nimrod/K Design

In Section 3, we introduced the way Kepler (and the
underlying Ptolemy) supports the use of different execution

models with the same workflow. One of the reasons we have
based our implementation on Kepler is that this important
separation of concerns makes it possible to introduce a new
execution mechanism based on the tagged dataflow execu-
tion model while leveraging the existing infrastructure.
Accordingly, we have implemented a new Director called
the Tagged Dataflow Architecture (TDA). The TDA builds
on the existing SDF and PN directors but tags (or colours)
tokens to distinguish different threads of execution. We
envisage that the idea could be added to other workflow
engines with an ability to add new execution mechanisms.
The TDA director supports existing ‘legacy’ actors in the
PtolemyII project and the newer actors developed for Kepler,
making a diverse range of actors available.

In the TDA, threads are identified by adding a unique
tag to each token. These tag values are manipulated by a set
of special tag manipulation actors, although the tag flow
implementation is usually hidden from workflow de-
signers. Even though some of Ptolemy II data types can
be large complex structures, the implementation minimizes
memory usage by using pointers to the structure containing
each token in the thread. This means the implementation
scales well as the number of threads increases.

Underlying the SDF and PN directors are FIFO queues
located on each of the inputs on an actor. Normally, when
multiple tokens arrive on an input port, they are queued,
and can be processed when the actor is available. The TDA
director follows the same procedure, but with a separate
queue for tokens with different tags. This means that
multiple tokens with the same tag value queue up, whereas,
tokens with different tag values can be consumed in
parallel. Multiple actors cannot read from the same queue,
because they only read from queues with the same tag
value assigned to them, and no two actors are given the
same tag value. This gives the ability to copy actors
(PtolemyII calls this cloning) and invoke them, using
different tags simultaneously. Importantly, this approach
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Fig. 8. Generic optimization actors.

Fig. 6. Experimental Design actors.



requires no changes to existing actors, which are usually
unaware that they have been cloned.

We offer three methods to assign and modify tags within
a workflow. The first two are aimed at the workflow creator
who wishes to parallelize execution of a workflow. The
third is aimed at the actor developer who wishes to develop
new actors that support parallel threads.

The first method is transparent to workflow designers
and involves a number of new actors discussed to date. The
Parameter Sweep actor shown in Fig. 9 generates tokens
that are already tagged. One could imagine a small set of
such actors, such as reduction operators, etc. Clearly, this
method is preferred because the parallelism is implicit in
the workflow specification, and no explicit tag manipula-
tion is required. Thus, this method makes it possible to take
existing workflows and parallelize them without modifica-
tion to the core logic. The second method provides a special
tagging actor that adds a tag to a given token. This actor has
two inputs, one of which takes a tag and the other takes an
arbitrary token. The output of the actor is a token with its
tag set.

The third method, which is directed at actor developers,
provides an API that allows tagging, retagging, or removing
the tag of a token. This means that a developer can write
complex actors that abstract tag management from the
workflow creator, but still expose sophisticated thread
management techniques. Likewise, we have provided two
methods to access the values assigned to the tag from both
the workflow design and from within an actor’s code. First,
when an actor is invoked, the tag value of its input tokens is
added to the actor’s parameter scope, making it available in
the actor’s parameter options for a workflow creator to use.
Second, we provide API functions so that actor developers
can also access this information.

Fig. 9 shows a simple parameter sweep experiment
executing over an application called “My program.” In this
example, the parameter sweep actor produces a number of
tokens, each containing one of the parameter combinations
(stored in a record). When using the TDA director, these
tokens are also tagged with the value of the record. For
example, if the value of the record is “X ¼ 1, Y ¼ 1,” then the
value of the tag is “X ¼ 1, Y ¼ 1.” The “My program” actor
accepts one token and produces one token as output, while
the Display actor displays any tokens it receives. We will
now compare the different behaviour of the SDF, PN, and
TDA directors as they orchestrate this simple workflow.

The SDF director [34] is a fully synchronized and pre-
scheduling MoC. It executes its actors in turn until every
actor reports it is unable to execute. The PN director, on the
other hand [34], activates every actor simultaneously and
blocks an actor when there are no tokens available. There-
fore, when executing the workflow in Fig. 9 under the PN
director, all actors are activated simultaneously and the “My
program” and the Display actors are blocked immediately.

As the parameter sweep actor produces tokens, the “My
program” actor proceeds to process the tokens one at a time.
Likewise, the Display actor displays the tokens as they
arrive. As it turns out, both the SDF and the PN directors
behave in similar ways for this simple workflow.

While the TDA director uses the same requesting
technique as SDF, it also has the ability to create new
threads for each of the tokens that it generates. In this
example, the TDA director creates a single thread for the
parameter sweep actor, which sequentially sends tokens to
the “My program” actor. However, since each output token
from the parameter sweep actor is tagged with a different
value, multiple copies of “My rogram” execute in parallel.
Importantly, the output of the “My Program” actor is
tagged with the same value as its input, and thus, each “My
program” thread communicates with a different Display
actor thread. The effect of this is that the TDA director
creates a separate thread for each of the parameter
combinations, and, as shown in Fig. 10, they each display
in parallel. It is important to highlight that Fig. 10 depicts
the runtime behaviour of the workflow, whereas, Fig. 9
shows the workflow as designed.

A more complex workflow would probably gather or
reduce the outputs of “My program” together into a single
thread, possibly reordering them into a single queue based
on their tag values. This is analogous to a scatter-gather
operation in a vector processor or a parallel loop instruction
in a programming environment, and achieves the same sort
of parallel execution.

Comparing directors shows the concurrency benefit of
using the TDA director and how actors remain unmodified
in all environments. Many of the Grid actors in Kepler do
not provide information on the consumption and firing rate
of tokens. In the example given in Fig. 9, it may not be clear
how many tokens the “My program” actor needs to
consume nor how many tokens it will eject for each firing
and if these numbers remain consistent. As discussed in
[34], the SDF director determines a schedule for a workflow
at the start of the execution. Because of this, it is unable to
handle nondeterministic actors that change their token
usage behaviour during the execution, while the PN
director adapts to the changing state. In this sense, the
TDA director is similar to the PN as its schedule is not fixed.

State fullness is another attribute of an actor that needs to
be considered. State fullness is where an actor holds
information from a previous firing making the order of
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Fig. 9. A simple Kepler workflow.

Fig. 10. The TDA director executing the simple workflow.



tokens entering the actor important. This can also happen
indirectly through shared resources. These types of actors
are safe using the SDF and PN directors, as there is only one
copy of the actor on the workflow. These actors are
supported with the TDA director, but may be of limited
value, as they may not be able to be cloned because of
concurrency issues, and thus, should be used with caution.
The TDA environment allows both, the actor developers
and the workflow designers, to specify if and when an actor
can be cloned. Issues relating to state and parallelism will be
discussed in further work.

4.4 Implementation Details

Fig. 11 shows the structure of the TDA director implemen-
tation. There are three main components: the token
scheduler, the actor manager, and the director. The token
scheduler’s role is to decide which tag an actor should
process next. The actor manager is responsible for the
execution of an actor, and for maintaining all of its copies.
Like all directors in PtolemyII and Kepler, the TDA director
maintains the execution of the workflow and reports to the
workflow’s calling function.

The token scheduler is responsible for deciding the actor
firing order and the assignment of tokens to actor clones.
The scheduler is notified of all token movements, and is
responsible for deciding the number of actor copies that
should be cloned at any time. This dynamic scheduling is
different from the static scheduler used by the SDF director
and the blocking method used in the PN director. We have
also added an actor-base class with an API that allows the
scheduler to query the actor’s resource requirements. A
scheduler needs to consider resource availability to improve
its scheduling, even when using local resources. For
example, a workflow may run a CPU intensive simulation
package such as MATLAB, which might be executed on a
multiprocessor. In this scenario, it is important for the
scheduler to know how many MATLAB computations it
can execute concurrently. Further to this, MATLAB might
appear more than once in the workflow, which needs

consideration when scheduling these computations concur-
rently. It is the scheduler’s responsibility to coordinate
shared resources across the workflow.

The prototype token scheduler is based on a simple
outstanding request queue where an entry is added when a
token arrives on any actors’ input ports. The entry holds a
reference to the actor and a reference to the token’s tag’s
value, and ensures that all outstanding requests are
processed before terminating the workflow. Storing refer-
ences to these objects does not create inconsistency issues,
because actors are never changed during execution and tags
are immutable in this environment. Only one outstanding
request is kept per actor and tag combination to avoid
unneeded multiple requests that will increase the queue
size. This has the most noticeable effect when an actor
requires more than one token to fire, but will only need a
single firing request. Storing requests this way reduces the
memory requirement of the queue, because the actor only
needs to be flagged once to execute. When an actor finishes
firing and reports that it can fire again, the token scheduler
decides whether to requeue this actor and tag combination
by checking if there are any outstanding tokens. The only
exception are actors that are defined as “source” actors,
which always generate a new request after a successful fire
until the actor reports it is no longer able to fire. Our
prototype token scheduler currently clones as many actors
as required to consume all outstanding tokens at that time.
However, this strategy may generate a large demand on
resources including memory, in both the number actors and
the number of active tokens, and on shared resources.
Similar issues have been addressed in the past with the k-
bounded loops work of Culler [16], and we plan to integrate
some of these ideas in the near future.

Actor managers are responsible for maintaining the
actors on the workflow. There is one actor manager for each
actor on the workflow. They provide all the functions
required to maintain an actor, including functions that
manage actor cloning, token inputs and outputs, initialisa-
tion, and cleaning up. Importantly, actors do not require
modification to work under the TDA director, because the
actor manager performs all the functions required. These
functions include the interface for a scheduler to query an
actor’s resource needs. The actor manager adds the tag’s
content (assigned by the token scheduler) to the actor’s
parameter scope, and it ensures outgoing tokens have the
correct tag for the actors that do not manage the tag itself.

The TDA director is invoked in the same way as the SDF
and PN directors. Importantly, it is built on the same
director interface as SDF and PN, and this allows it to
interact seamlessly with the Ptolemy environment. It also
has the functions to maintain synchronization betweens the
threads in its environment.

An important design feature of Kepler (and Ptolemy) is
the use of multiple directors on the same workflow by using
a hierarchical layout. This is implemented using special
“Composite Actors” that supports nesting of directors. Just
as PN directors allow an SDF controlled subgraph actor in its
workflow, a TDA controlled subgraph can also be part of a
PN-controlled workflow. Further to this, it is possible to have
an SDF subgraph inside a TDA workflow. There are rules
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governing which directors can be nested as a subgraph on a
workflow, which are explained in [34]. The TDA director
closely resembles PN director on which combinations are
possible with one exception that it is possible to have TDA
controlled subgraph as part of an SDF-controlled workflow.
This is because the TDA director does not block on reads and
can release control back to the SDF director when no internal
actor is active. To complicate the issue, placing a PN director
inside a TDA-controlled workflow blocks the TDA director
from releasing control back to an outlying SDF-controlled
workflow. This is because PN directors do not relinquish
execution until it is told there are no more tokens at which
point it terminates completely. We are currently exploring
the semantics of nesting TDA with other directors, and will
produce a set of templates with clearly defined semantics for
workflow developers.

5 CASE STUDIES

In this section, we illustrate the three design techniques in
Nimrod/K, using two real world case studies in quantum
chemistry and cardiac modelling. In Section 5.1, we describe
the science behind these studies, more to provide a real
world motivation and some context than to expose the
details of the science. Case study 1 (Section 5.2) discusses a
quantum chemistry calculation and demonstrates how the
new TDA director implements a complete parameter
sweep. Case studies 2 and 3 (Sections 5.3 and 5.4)
implement various searches across cardiac models. Speci-
fically, case study 2 demonstrates the optimization actors,
while case study 3 shows the use of the experimental design
actors. In order to provide a high throughput Grid, the
computations are performed on a distributed Grid of Linux
clusters, as shown in Table 1.

5.1 Case Study Science

5.1.1 Quantum Chemistry

This experiment concerns quantum chemical models—
based on the Schrödinger equation—of assemblies of atoms,
as found in large biomolecules. To date, it has been
impossible to use quantum methods on such large molecules
because the computational time becomes prohibitive.

This work involves a set of approximations that replace
large multiatom systems with a single “pseudo” atom that
has special theoretical properties that make it an analogue

for the larger system. The solution involves computing a
potential surface for the pseudo atom, called a pseudopo-
tential, and using this in the quantum calculations. A
pseudopotential does not describe a real chemical system,
but can be used to approximate and replace a much larger
molecular system. The result is that the quantum chemical
calculations are much simpler and faster than if the original
molecule had been used, opening the possibility of using
quantum methods on very large systems. In this case study,
we need to explore a range of parameters that characterize
the pseudopotential, and thus a parameter sweep is used to
run across a large number of independent scenarios. The
details can be found in [50], [51].

5.1.2 Cardiac Science

The electrical activity of the heart is based on cycles of ion
transfer via cell surface membrane. There has been much
research on developing robust and accurate models of
myocyte behaviour so that in-silico experiments can be
performed on complete cardiac systems. The research has
significance from basic science through to therapeutic drug
design.

Cardiac excitation-contraction coupling is a sequence of
well-orchestrated events. Both excitation and contraction
processes and their interactions are required for an
integrative model of cardiac electromechanical interactions
[48]. A number of mathematical models have been devel-
oped to study excitation-contraction coupling in ventricular
cardiac cells. Recently, our colleagues in the cardiac
mechanics laboratory at UCSD integrated additional ionic-
metabolic equations [8], [37] into the Shannon et al.’s four
compartment cell model [48]. The updated ionic model is
more complex due to the multiple domains and increased
number of unknown model parameters; so it implies a less
stable set of ordinary differential equations systems. For this
reason, any information gained, based on this model, can
yield a significant level of misunderstanding if one wants to
use it investigate the excitation-contraction coupling in
ventricular myocytes.

As a result of this integration, we are interested in two
different experiments. First, we want to calibrate the new
model, so that it matches real physiological data. Second,
we want to explore the sensitivity of the model to the
parameters, and determine whether there are some combi-
nations that are more important than others. Accordingly,
the first experiment is performed with Nimrod/OK (case
study 2) and the second with Nimrod/EK (case study 3).

5.2 Nimrod/K Experiment: Case Study 1

The workflow shown in Fig. 12 depicts the computation,
which involves the execution of the GAMESS quantum
chemistry package [45] a number of times, across a search
space defined by four parameters (A, B, C, and D). Here
parameters A, B, C, and D are to be determined, which will
provide the best fit between the real atomic system and
target properties of the pseudoatom. The experiment used
the results of the very large sweep over the A, B, C, D
parameter space.

The workflow shows four separate executions of
GAMESS for each parameter set. The Parameter Sweep
actor computes all combinations of the A, B, C, and D, and
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builds a record for each of these combinations. They are
used as inputs to the GAMESS actors, and the outputs are
sent into an actor that computes the Root Mean Square error
of the cost function. This is a measure of how well a
particular pseudopotential surface fits calculations of a real
molecule. The results are reordered and plotted, using a
Graph actor.

In the experiment, we executed the workflow with three
different Directors—SDF, PN, and TDA. We highlight the
simplicity of changing the execution semantics—all we had
to do to change them was to swap out one director on the
Vergil canvass and replace it with another one. Fig. 13 shows
the performance of the workflow under each of the Directors
running on the testbed shown in Table 1. All compute
resources have little communication latency (<1 ms) and the
data sets were very small and such had a negligible effect on
the experiment time. The SDF director only executed one job
at a time, as expected, and took a total of 15:34:20. The PN
director was able to exploit the static parallelism in the
workflow, and executed up to four jobs at a time, taking
05:18:38. The TDA director was able to execute as many jobs
together as there were processors available, and took a total
of 00:9:45. Thus, the PN ran approximately three times faster
than the SDF, and the TDA ran nearly 96 times faster than the
SDF. The reason, the PN times are not exactly four times
faster is because the director waits on all four GAMESS-
Nimrods to finish before submitting the next four, and since
each of them takes a different amount of time, time is lost in
synchronizing them. The graph in Fig. 13 shows the number

of jobs running at any time. The top trace shows that the TDA
Director peaks at 352 jobs, which is the maximum number of
available processors on the testbed at the time. The variation
in the number of processors is because there is a variation in
job execution times. Thus, while the shorter jobs had
completed by approximately 4 minutes, a smaller number
of longer jobs continued to run for the remainder of the time.
This behaviour meant that the speedup was less than the
peak number of processors. The bottom trace shows the
execution profile for the SDF and PN directors. It is clear that
the SDF director can only utilize one processor, and the PN
uses four.

5.3 Nimrod/OK Experiment: Case Study 2

This case study performs an optimization run on the
cardiac model discussed in Section 5.1.2 to tune its
parameters. After adding the new channel and metabolic
factors for both, normal condition and ischemia, we confirm
the results against physiological data. We then stabilize the
model for a heart rate of 0.5 Hz and a longer performance
duration (3 min). In both, the focus is on calcium transient
concentrations, and action potential shape and duration, to
determine the stability and accuracy of our model. In order
to validate the model, some final outputs are compared
against experimentally known data [37], [48]. This involved
exploring a range of numbers for nine input metabolic
constants and selecting the combination that produces the
closest output to the desired value.

This experiment performed simplex searches over the
nine-dimensional space, using the workflow shown in Fig. 14.

One hundred and twenty-eight starting points are
randomly selected within the domain. Table 2 summarizes
the results of these searches, showing the best, worst, and
average search results. We also show the number of jobs
and batches required to achieve the best and worst results,
and the average number of jobs and batches. The best
search gives a considerably better (smaller) result than the
average, at the expense of more computational effort, as
shown by the numbers of jobs and batches of jobs. This
shows the utility of multiple searches.

Job executions averaged 3 m 21 s, but with substantial
parallelism the full experiment was completed in 7 h 37 m.
Fig. 15 plots the number of jobs executing over the duration
of the experiment. Initially, the simplex method evaluates
the objective at the vertices of the starting simplex. In this
case, each of the simplexes has ten such vertices, so the
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Fig. 13. Performance results—TDA top and PN/SDF bottom.

Fig. 12. GAMESS workflow. Fig. 14. Optimization run in Nimrod/OK.



experiment began with 1,280 jobs. Thereafter, most itera-
tions require just four new evaluations, so the load dropped
to 512 jobs, except for the occasional peak where a new
simplex was required. As searches completed the load
dropped in stages, the final longest running optimization
required only four processors, but dominated the experi-
ment wall clock time.

5.4 Nimrod/EK Experiment: Case Study 3

The main goal of this experiment was to examine the
changes in which total ionic flux(s) in the compartment of
interest may play the largest role in determining specific
model outputs (action potential (AP) and Ca transients in
the four cell subdomains) in rabbit ventricular cardiac cells.
We use Nimrod/EK to perform a partial parameter sweep
and measure the effects of each of the parameter combina-
tions, as summarized by the workflow in Fig. 16. This
workflow shows how the new actors can be combined to
both explore the design space and present the results to the
user by a range of different plotting actors.

In agreement with experiment [48], results suggest that
small changes in L-type calcium and sodium/calcium
exchanger total fluxes in the junctional cleft may signifi-
cantly affect the cell function. Specifically, Fig. 17 shows a
Lenth plot for the AP duration. Here, there are few
combinations that actually exhibit any significant effect,

because most of them are clustered around the X axis. This

is reenforced in the Daniel plot in Fig. 18, in which

significant combinations appear off the line, and those on

the line are insignificant. The same effects are apparent in

the cytosolic Ca-peak in Figs. 19 and 20. Surprisingly, the

studies suggested that small changes in the junctional

chloride/calcium flux also may have prominent effect on

the model outputs. New experiments need to be performed

to test this hypothesis. The fact that both the action potential

duration and cytosolic calcium peak are impacted by the

same fluxes distributions strengthen further our findings.
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Fig. 15. Job concurrency for full domain search.

Fig. 16. Workflow using Nimrod/EK.

Fig. 17. Lenth plot for AP duration.

TABLE 2
Results for Searches over the Full Domain

Fig. 18. Daniel plot for AP duration comparison.

Fig. 19. Lenth plot for cytosolic Ca-peak comparison.



6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that it is possible to perform
parameter exploration with workflow tools, and have
discussed the addition of two key new ideas. First, we
need to be able to run workflows using the MTC paradigm,
and have shown that the tagged-dataflow architecture can
achieve this. The scheme is based on mechanisms that were
originally designed for parallel dataflow computers. When
used in this mode, they allow a workflow to dynamically
spawn threads of computation transparently from the
workflow design, and this greatly simplifies the work for
the user over existing workflow systems. Second, we have
added new actors for specifying various types of parameter
exploration, ranging from complete enumeration to opti-
mization and fractional factorial design. We have discussed
the implementation of these ideas in a prototype built on
top of the Kepler workflow engine, called Nimrod/K.

We have demonstrated the applicability of Nimrod/K by
various case studies in quantum chemistry and cardiac
science. These have shown that we: can explore a large
parameter space using a complete sweep within Nimrod/K;
can solve a complex inverse problem framed as an
optimization problem using Nimrod/OK; and can explore
the role of parameter combinations using Nimrod/EK.

Importantly, Nimrod/K is an active and ongoing
research project. We are currently exploring a number of
research themes using this as a base. First, we are building a
data transport framework that removes the need for users
to explicitly manage data staging and movement in their
workflows. When combined with the Nimrod/K engine,
this will provide a very powerful distributed computing
platform. Second, we are designing and building a range of
scheduling heuristics that work with the data transport and
parallel computing models discussed in [10], [49]. Third, we
are building interfaces with powerful display technologies,
and these allow a user to be immersed in the optimization
process.
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